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1. INTRODUCTION

In this presentation I will start by a short presentation of the oil and gas industry in Norway. A
brief overview of the regulatory regime in the petroleum sector in Norway will be given. Risk
analysis has been performed in Norway since 1981 and the various applications will be described.
These risk analyses are quite different from a nuclear PSA and some of these differences will be
commented.

Risk based optimisation techniques such as RCM and RBI is used in our industry, with very
limited support from the risk analysis. Some of the limitations that exist when such techniques are
imported from other industries will be commented on.

NPD is revising our regulations and some of our future plans when it comes to risk informed
regulatory requirements will be presented.

2. NORWEGIAN OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY

All of our petroleum production comes from offshore fields, we have both subsea installations, and
various types of platforms, varying from large integrated platforms with both drilling, production
and accommodation to minor rather simple platforms performing one major function, e.g. drilling
or gas compression.

We produce approximately 3 millions barrels of oil pr day, in addition to daily average gas
quantity of 120 mill Sm3. Oil and gas is produced from more than 70 platforms in addition to
several subsea production wells. The water depth range from 70 meters in the south up to 380 m in
the Nome field in the north. The lasted discoveries of gas are located in a field with water depth of
around 1200 m. The investment costs of an "average field" is around 20-30 billions in Norwegian
currency.

Among the main internal contributors to risk are blowouts from the wells, which can cause both
major environmental damage and if ignited, to the loss of a platform with substantial loss of lives.
Another major risk contributor is process leaks leading to fire and explosion and thus impairing
vital safety functions such as escape evacuation and control.

Among the dominant external risk factors are ship collisions, helicopter crashes and dropped
objects.



BACKGROUND - REGULATORY REGIME IN NORWAY

The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate (NPD) is supervising the safety and working environment
of the petroleum industry in Norway based upon the following main principles:

- focus on each individual operating oil company's own responsibility for prudent operations
through regulations focusing on management and different types of administrative and
organisational requirements

- objective or goal oriented regulations, moving away from prescriptive regulations
regulations based on the various deterministic safety principles

- use of risk informed regulations

The first risk based NPD guideline was issued in 1981. Ten years later the current risk analysis
regulation came into force.

4. RISK ANALYSES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

4.1 Quantitative risk analysis

4.1.1 Acceptance criteria

The risk analysis regulation requires the Oil Company, often referred as the operator, to establish
acceptance criteria covering risk for personnel, environment and material assets. These acceptance
criteria should function as a decision tool for the management. In the NPDs experience, the
acceptance criteria have not quite functioned as intended.

The way these criteria are formulated can lead to an inconsistency between the acceptance criteria
and the complexity of the risk picture on a large integrated platform (with drilling, production and
accommodation). To give an example, an acceptance criteria for personnel risk expressed as an
average FAR value, can be insufficient as a decision tool because there is not enough focus on the
risk level for risk exposed areas or risk exposed personnel groups.

The results of and QRA are presented as a given number, for instance as a FAR-value. The
uncertainties attached to this given number are not discussed in most QRAs. Furthermore it is a
challenge to find methods in order to achieve a better follow-up of analysis in the operational
phase.

4.1.2 Application of QRA in the design phases

The QRA was originally developed as a design tool, to optimise the various platform concepts
from a safety point of view.

The risk modelling has been consequence oriented and of the "short event tree, few fault tree"
type. Much emphasis is put on gas dispersion models, simulations of gas explosions and fires and
consequent impairment of vital safety functions like escape, evacuation and control. Given the
design accidental loads, the layout of the platforms could be changed, even if some concepts
rejected, until an acceptable safety level was achieved.



The QRAs have been used to assess the risk impact of major modifications on existing platforms.

The QRA has always supported emergency preparedness planning both in design and operational
phases.

4.1.3 Application of QRA in operations

After the Piper Alpha catastrophe in UK sector, the NPD ordered the operators to perform risk
analysis on existing platforms; also those being built before the requirement to perform risk
analysis in the engineering phase. In this cases the risk analysis served as a way of identifying the
platforms with the highest risk level. The risk model, level of detail etc used in the design phases is
applied also for platforms in operations.

Even today, the QRAs are "purpose built" for the design phases, not for operations. In the design
stages, the consequence picture can be altered by changes in layout, by adding and modifying
safety systems etc. In operations focus should be on preventing accidents and their causes. In this
perspective, it is striking that human and organisational factors with a few exceptions not are taken
into consideration.

Another challenge is to find ways of a consistent follow up of assumptions from one analysis to
the next, and also to find a way of keeping track of operational assumptions made in the
engineering phase when moving into operations.

For platforms already being put into operation, the choice of efficient technical risk reducing
measures are somewhat limited. In some cases the NPD has experienced that it is not possible to
improve the risk level significantly by doing modifications. In these cases the essential issue is to
find methods and techniques to control the risk level and to focus on the factors that may change
the risk level in an adverse direction.

The NPD also have some observations when concerning updating of QRAs. Large accidents,
major modifications etc lead to updating of existing QRAs. Minor changes both in technical
solutions, manning levels, maintenance strategies, doesn't automatically lead to an update of the
QRA, even if many small changes can add up to a significant change in the risk level.

4.1.4 Modelling

Compared to the situation in Sweden and Finland, there are some striking differences. The PSA
are more standardised than the case in Norway. Risk Spectrum is used widely, in Norway we have
several computer-based tools. None of them is close to the functionality of Risk Spektrum.

Likewise the T-book and I-book give input data and the industry has established guidelines for
how to use installation specific and generic data. Providing reliable and valid input data is a more
complex effort in our industry. Evaluation of different QRAs indicates a lack of standardisation
both related to the databases used and basic assumptions. There is use a mixture of use of world
wide databanks, OREDA data, North Sea data, platform specific data.

With the "short event tree, few fault tree" approach the effect of the safety systems is not studied
in detail, in stead point values are given. Dependencies and common cause failures are to a large
degree not considered. Uncertainties are not quantified and often not even discussed. Sensitivities
are rarely used.



After the Piper Alpha catastrophe, several industry initiatives have been taken to improve the
North Sea QRAs. HSE has played a major role, due both to generous R&D budgets and
obligations to follow up offshore safety after Piper Alpha. HSE has also undertaken an extensive
internal training program to ensure that the inspectors have sufficient training and competence in
the risk analysis area.

Recently the industry has participated in a joint project related to ignition probability and
explosion calculation. These projects are examples that demonstrate that common improvements
can be made through co-operation.

4.1.5 Risk communication

In order to meet the intentions of the risk analysis regulation, both authorities, the management of
the operating companies, the experts and the safety delegates, need to be able to understand the
nature of risk analysis, their advantages and their disadvantages.

In the NPD's view, the successful implementation of risk analysis in petroleum industry requires a
mutual learning- and communication process across the industry and involving both the experts
performing the analysis and the different users such as the management, the authorities and the
safety delegates.

In the NPD's view, there is room for substantial improvement when it comes to presenting the
analysis to the different users. More emphasis needs to be put on communicating the results to
different users.

4.2 Risk-based optimisation techniques

Risk based techniques such as RCM (Reliability Centred Maintenance) and RBI (Risk based
Inspection) was developed in the defence and aviation industries, and are also used in the nuclear
industry. In these industries with very high safety and reliability objectives, they have proven
effective when it comes to cost reduction, and they have also maintained a high safety level.

Since maintenance cost can be significantly reduced by these techniques, the use of these
techniques seems attractive.

There is however some safety concerns which must be taken in consideration. The aviation and
nuclear industries have much better risk models and risk analysis than what is the case at least on
the Norwegian Continental Shelf. There are several problems associated with importing methods
and techniques from other more advanced environments.

Implementing such techniques is not easy in an industry that isn't fully prepared with respect to
competence and training, development of analysis tools, new computer programs, investments in
refined data collection etc. Top management tends to endorse techniques that can lead to
significant cost reductions, but managers tend to be reluctant to support additional investments that
are needed to ensure an effective implementation.

We have seen two different approaches to introduce and implement RCM/RBI in the industry.
One approach started with developing an offshore version of criticality classification in order to
reduce the workload. For safety reasons the criticality classification had to be very conservative,



and ended up with many subsystems and equipment classified as most critical. Some moderate
cost reductions was achieved by this approach.

The other approach has been to carefully select and follow international standards, use competent
consultants, run extensive training and competence building in parallel with the RCM process
(learning by doing). The process was reviewed both internally and by the use of external experts.
This process required extensive resources and therefore top management support, but the outcome
in terms of cost reductions was impressive. So far, three years after the assessment of the first
platform, there is no indication of safety related maintenance problems.

The assessment of the first platform, a small/average wellhead platform in the design stage, was a
resource and time-consuming effort that took 20 man-years. The assessment of the next platform, a
large platform for the processing and exporting oil and gas, was done with less manning
requirements (14 man-years).

5 NEW OFFSHORE REGULATIONS

5.1 Description of the project

NPD has established a project revising existing regulations. Today we have 15 regulations that will
be merged into four new regulations covering the following areas:

- technology
- operations
- documentation
- management

The present risk analysis regulation and risk-based requirements will be included in the
management regulation.

The new regulations will be written and owned by three different and independent regulators,
NPD, the State Pollution Agency and the Health Directorate. The new regulations are also written
in close co-operation with the industry. Experts from the oil companies are members of regulation
groups that work closely together with the regulators.

Hopefully, the new regulation will enter into force in January 2001.

5.2 QRA requirements

Based on what is said earlier about the quality f the QRA, there are needs for improvements. The
need for a QRA better suited for operational purposes is widely recognised, but there are many
different opinions on how this can be done.

With more than 80 platforms and pipeline systems in operation, the focus should change from the
need for risk informed decision support in the design phases to the need for support during
operations.

With the recent oil price fluctuations and the effect of the deregulation of the European energy
markets might have on the gas price, risk based optimisation techniques will be used extensively to



reduce operating costs. The maintenance people now want QRAs that can be used for various
maintenance purposes.

NPD also sees a need for the industry to co-operate in order to develop common risk models,
methods and also to standardise the use of software. In the recent years some progress have been
made, but there is still room for improvements. The new regulations will encourage the industry to
move in this direction.

NPD will also encourage further development by initiating pilot project. Our first priority is to
support in developing a QRA that have potential for wider applications than the existing one.

We are also trying to gain some experience from other industries. In this process experience from
using risk analysis in the operational phase will be of great interest to us.


